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the portable application installer is a very useful tool for windows administrators. it allows you to install software on a windowsxp sp2 machine and will even help you uninstall software that was previously installed. it is very easy to setup and use and will work with any windows installation that supports removable
storage. this is probably one of the most widely used tools used by it administrators. ftp clients are great for transferring files around the network and handy for those situations where a file needs to be transfered from one machine to another or shared with a colleague for example. i use winscp as my go to ftp client and

i use it for other handy things as well. when you install the firewall tool, it will create a firewall configuration that will allow connections to be made to the operating system, applications, and devices. it will also allow remote applications to be used with a vpn connection. this allows you to allow remote applications to
connect to a server that is not on your local network. however, if you are not sure about the configuration of your vpn, the tool will allow the connection for you. this is a problem that can be caused by many things. if the vpn connection was successfully established, but the vpn connection was not enabled for this

computer. in this case, the remote server administrator may have disabled or configured the vpn connection in the computer's firewall settings. the computer's firewall is not configured to allow vpn connections. this is the most common cause of an issue. if the vpn connection was successfully established, but the vpn
client is not available on this computer. in this case, the remote server administrator may have disabled or configured the vpn client on the computer's firewall settings. the remote server is not responding.
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kerberos is a client-server authentication system that uses a one-way cryptographic key exchange. in the case of windows, the system uses a hash of the user account’s password to create the kerberos principal that the user can use to log on to network resources. this allows the user to use a single
password to log on to network resources across the entire network. the kerberos system is built into every windows server and is included with every windows client. all windows clients use kerberos authentication to log on to the network. most clients also allow the kerberos service to obtain one-time

password (otp) tokens as well. you can have multiple domain profiles to apply to a single computer. when a computer connects to the network, the domain profile associated with it is determined and it is this domain profile that is used. so if you have a domain profile called domain1, and a standard profile
called standard1, then when you connect to the network, the computer will be determined to use the standard1 profile. the network profile will handle the network connectivity related settings. this includes settings such as what type of network you are connected to (home, work or public), what type of

security (optional), and what type of proxy (optional). the public profile is only used for private networks. if you want to access the internet from the domain, you need to have a public profile. if you want to limit internet access from a private network, you need to have a private profile. a private network is a
private network that is not connected to the internet. a public network is a private network that is directly connected to the internet. 5ec8ef588b
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